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Finance Manager: 
Payroll 

Monthly Employee Retirement System 

The ERS Report provides a monthly summary of employee’s earnings for submission to local or state agencies for 

reporting purposes. 
 

Access to Monthly Employee Retirement System 

1. Open the Reports menu tree. 

 

2. Open the Retirement Reports menu tree. 
 

3. Click the Monthly Employee Retirement System option.  
 

 
The Monthly Employee Retirement System window displays. 

 

 

 
 

 
There are three steps in the monthly Employee Retirement System (ERS) Reporting process.  The first step is to generate 

the employee earnings for a selected reporting month and make modifications if needed.  Step two is to run the ERS 
report.  The final step is to create the ERS file. 

 

 

Generating the ERS Report: 

1. Use the drop-down to choose the reporting Calendar Year. 
 

2. Use the drop-down to choose the reporting Month in the selected calendar year. 

 

3. Click . 

 

 
The Generate Employee Retirement Systems window displays. 
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4. Choose the employee(s) to be generated.  Select one of the following options: 

 
Choose All to include All. 

 
                  OR  

Choose Selection to select specific criteria.  Use the lookup  to display and choose from a listing of options.  
Select one or multiple options by highlighting the appropriate item with your mouse while holding the Ctrl or Shift 

keys.  Then click OK. 
 

The Generate routine selects employees with any ERS earnings for the month selected and a valid ERS retirement 
number/tier. 

 

5. Use the drop-down to choose the appropriate method of payment or payroll type - Bi-Weekly or Semi-
Monthly. 

 

6. Enter the Maximum Number of Reporting Days for an employee who received one, two, or three checks in 
the reporting period. 

 
7. Set the drop-down to YES to apply the employee’s FTE percentage to the ERS calculation process.  

Otherwise, choose NO. 
 

If the user sets the Apply FTE Percentage to Calculation Process flag to YES, the routine uses the 

appointment FTE percentage to calculate the Actual Hours/Day the employee is working based on the Standard 
Workday, otherwise it finds the earning record that is active within the appointment and uses the Actual 

Hours/Day on the earning record. 
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8. Set the drop-down to Yes to Calculate Days for Annualized Salaries Based on Daily Rate to use the daily 
rate for the calculation of days worked for employees that have annualized salaries and have different hours at 

different times during the year.  With this setting, the calculation of Days Worked follows a different rule:  First 
determine the Standard Daily Rate by taking the employee's Hourly Rate times the ERS Standard Hrs from the 

Appointment window.  The Amount Earned divided by the Standard Daily Rate equals the number of Days.  If the 

pay profile has zero Hours, the program uses the default Standard ERS Hrs which is 6. 
 

Leave the default setting of NO for the Calc Days for Annualized Salaries Based on Daily Rate for 
employees that have annualized salaries and have the same hours throughout the course of the year.  The 

calculation for the number of days for Annualized employees using this setting is explained in the following 
section labeled Explanation of ERS Days Worked Calculation. 

 

9. Specify the Annual OT Limit for Tier 5 Members.  This allows you to indicate the cap of overtime pay that 
may be reported for tier 5 members in a calendar year.  Whenever the limits are changed prior to generation of 

the ERS Report, these dollar limits are stored and default the next time the report is generated.  The Payroll 
Checks Calculation routine references this number to cap the employees contributions withheld from their check 

on any overtime earnings over the limit. 

 
10. Specify the Annual OT Limit for Tier 6 Members.  This allows you to indicate the cap of overtime pay that 

may be reported for tier 6 members in a calendar year.  Whenever the limits are changed prior to generation of 
the ERS Report, these dollar limits are stored and default the next time the report is generated.  The Payroll 

Checks Calculation routine references this number to cap the employees contributions withheld from their check 
on any overtime earnings over the limit. 

 

11. Click .  A message is displayed upon completion of the generation process.  Click OK at the prompt. 
 

If you have already generated ERS data for the selected month, a warning message is displayed indicating so. 

 

 
 
If necessary, you can re-generate again.   

 

Click  to overwrite any manual changes or entries made on the Monthly ERS maintenance window. 

 

Click  to clear all entries except those where manual changes or entries were made. 
Choose Yes to regenerate earnings.  Otherwise, choose No. 

 

Click  if you do not want to re-generate. 
 

After entering the month ending date, generation criteria, and the annual OT limit, nVision Payroll checks whether the 
earnings for tier 5 and 6 members have exceeded the annual overtime limit.  nVision Payroll adds all earnings labeled as 

“OT PAY” in the calendar year being reported on.  Once generation is complete, a report is available if there are Tier 5 

and 6 employees whose OT earnings went over the specified limits. 
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Click Yes to view the report. 
 

The ERS Tier 5 and 6 OT Limitation Report provides the following information:  employee name, employee number, 

retirement number, prior overtime amount (cumulative amount recorded in the calendar year months preceding the 
current reporting month), overtime amount reported in the current month, and annual overtime limit. 

 
 

The Monthly Employee Retirement System window provides a listing of those employees who were generated. 
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Explanation of ERS Days Worked Calculation 

The following is an explanation of how nVision Payroll performs the calculations necessary to provide “Days Worked” for 

New York State Employees’ Retirement System (ERS) monthly reporting.  Please keep in mind that nVision performs this 
calculation for any earnings in the reporting month that have been marked as ERS reportable when paid to an employee. 

 

The following is a breakout of the ways that different types of earnings marked as reportable to ERS are used to calculate 
ERS Days Worked while generating the monthly ERS report.  If an employee has more than one of these earnings, they 

are simply added together for a Total Days Worked amount up to the limit for the number of checks paid that is entered 
while generating the report. 

 
Details and examples are provided below for the calculation of ERS Days Worked for the following types of earnings: 

 

Contractual and Annualized Contractual Earnings 
Hourly Earnings 

Daily Earnings 
Supplemental Earnings 
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Contractual & Annualized Contractual Earnings (CONTRACT, CONT-ADJ, RETRO, DOCKED) 

 

 Rules for Calculation: 
1. The ERS Generate program skips any earnings in an earning code where the Exclude Days from Calculation box is 

checked on the Retirement tab in Earnings Codes Setup. 

2. The ERS Generate program includes earnings with a pay type of ‘Hourly’, when linked to an appointment that is 
Contractual or Annualized, in the ERS days calculated. 

3. It now finds the appointment for the earnings in order to establish the ERS Standard Hours and the “Normal” pay 
period amount.  

4. If the user sets the Apply FTE Percentage to Calculation Process flag to YES, the routine uses the 

appointment Overall FTE percentage to calculate the Actual Hours/Day the employee is working based on the 
ERS Standard Hours; when set to No, nVision finds the Contractual/Annualized earning record that is active 

within the appointment and uses the Actual Hours/Day on the earnings record. 
5. The routine counts the physical number of checks in the reporting period in order to establish the Maximum Days 

allowed (i.e., for Bi-Weekly payments these are typically 1 check=10 days, 2 checks=20 days, and 3 checks=30 
days). 

 

 
 Calculation of Days Worked: 

The Generate ERS program calculates Days Worked by first taking the amount earned for the ERS reporting period 
and dividing it by the Normal Pay Period Amount to establish the number of pay periods to be credited for.  It then 

multiplies this result by the number of days reported per pay period (i.e., 10 or 11, as set by the user when 

Generating ERS Records), giving the total days worked as a full time employee for the earnings.  Based on the ‘Apply 
FTE Percentage to Calculation Process’ setting, it multiplies this result by the Actual Hours/Day (from either the 

Appointment or Earnings window) to give a total hours worked for the reporting period.  Lastly, it divides this total 
hours figure by the ERS Standard Hours (minimum of 6) in order to establish the number of Days Worked to be 

reported for the current period payments.  The Days Worked are capped based on the actual number of checks paid 
in the reporting period (less voids) and the setup of the Generate routine (i.e., typically for Bi-Weekly payments these 

are set to 1=10 days, 2=20 days, and 3=30 days). 

 
 

 
When the Apply FTE Percentage to Calculation Process Option is Set to No 

1. (Number of checks in the month for the employee) X (maximum number of days entered on the 

Generate window per number of checks in the month) = Number of Days 
2. Number of Days  X  Earnings window Hrs Per Day = # Actual Hours Worked for the period 

3. # Actual Hours Worked ÷ Appointment ERS Standard Hours = # Days Worked 
 
 
 

When the Apply FTE Percentage to Calculation Process Option is Set to Yes 

1. (Number of checks in the month for the employee) X (maximum number of days entered on the 

Generate window per number of checks in the month) = Number of Days 
2. Number of Days X (FTE% X Appointment Standard Hours) = # Actual Hours Worked for the period 

3. # Actual Hours Worked ÷ Appointment ERS Standard Hours = # Days Worked 
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Example:  Jane Doe, a half-time employee, is paid $1,000 of CONTRACT (i.e., TOTAL CONTRACT, CONT-ADJ and 

DOCKED) for 2 checks during the month.  Her Standard Hours is 7.0 (Appointment window), the ERS 
Standard Hours are 7.0 (Appointment window), and the Hours Per Day are 3.5 (Earnings window). 

 

 
 

 
1. 1,000 CONTRACT earnings paid / 500 Normal Contract Pay Period Amount = 2 pay periods X 10 days 

maximum per check = 20 days 
2. 20 days X 3.5 Appointment Window Actual Hrs/Day = 70 Actual Hours Worked for the period 

3. 70 Actual Hours Worked ÷ 7 (ERS Standard Hours) = 10 Days Worked 

 
 

 
 

To summarize, a contractual employee’s days calculation is as follows: 
1.  Total Amount Paid for ERS / Standard Period Pay = ‘W’ 
2.  ‘W’ times the Number of Days In Pay Period = ‘X’ 
3.  ‘X’ times the Actual Hours = ‘Y’ 
4.  ‘Y’ divided by the ERS Standard Hours 
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Hourly Earnings (Retirement Code Method is Hourly) 

 

 Rules for Calculation: 
1. For the Days Worked Calculation, the ERS Generate program skips any posted units for an earning code where 

the Exclude Days from Calculation box is checked on the Retirement tab in Earnings Codes Setup. 
2. The reported Days Worked and Gross exclude any transferred Timesheet earnings that were not linked to a 

retirement system, as well as any earnings entered on the Additional Earnings tab in Payroll Checks where the 

retirement system was not specified. 
3. Looks for the first hourly appointment for the employee in order to find the ERS Standard Hours.   

4. Counts the physical number of checks in the reporting period in order to establish the Maximum Days allowed 
(i.e., for Bi-Weekly payments these are typically 1 check=10 days, 2 checks=20 days, and 3 checks=30 days) 

 
 Calculation of Days Worked: 

The Generate ERS program calculates Days Worked by first taking the total hourly units paid (based on the Exclude 

Days from Calculation setting in Earnings Code Setup) during the ERS reporting period and dividing it by the 
appointment’s ERS Standard Hours (minimum of 6) in order to establish the number of Days Worked to be reported 

for the current period payments.  The Days Worked are capped based on the actual number of checks paid in the 
reporting period (less voids) and the setup of the Generate routine (i.e., typically for Bi-Weekly payments these are 

set to 1=10 days, 2=20 days, and 3=30 days). 

 
 

 
 

Example:  Jane Doe, an hourly employee, works 7 hours/day, but does not work one day for one of the 2 pay 
periods in the month.  She therefore is paid 70 hours (REG PAY) for one pay period and 63 hours (REG 

PAY) for another during the reporting period.  She also receives 2 hours of Night Differential at .50/hour 

(Dif Pay) for some night work she did. The ERS Standard Hours are 7.0 on the Appointment Screen. 
 

 
 

1. The 2 hours of Dif Pay is skipped because the Exclude Days from Calculation box in Earnings Codes Setup is 

checked. 
2. 70 Hours + 63 Hours = 133 Actual Hours Worked for the period 

3. 133 Actual Hours Worked ÷ 7 Hours (ERS Standard Hours) = 19 Days Worked 
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Daily Earnings (Retirement Code Method is Daily) 

 

 Rules for Calculation: 
1. In the Days Worked Calculation, the ERS Generate program skips any posted units in an earning code where 

the Exclude Days from Calculation box is checked on the Retirement tab in Earnings Codes Setup.  
2. The reported Days Worked and Gross exclude any transferred Timesheet earnings that were not linked to a 

retirement system, as well as any earnings entered on the Additional Earnings tab in Payroll Checks where 

the retirement system was not specified. 
3. Counts the physical number of checks in the reporting period in order to establish the Maximum Days allowed 

(i.e., for Bi-Weekly payments these are typically 1 check=10 days, 2 checks=20 days, and 3 checks=30 
days). 

 
 Calculation of Days Worked: 

The Generate ERS program calculates Days Worked by simply taking the total daily units paid during the ERS 

reporting period in order to establish the number of Days Worked to be reported for the current period payments.  
The Days Worked are capped based on the actual number of checks paid in the reporting period (less voids) and the 

setup of the Generate routine (i.e., typically for Bi-Weekly payments these are set to 1=10 days, 2=20 days, and 
3=30 days). 

 

 
 

Example:  Sally Foodsub, a per diem employee, works 16 days and is therefore paid for 16 days (PER DIEM) at her 
per diem rate for the reporting period.  

 
1. 16 days paid per diem = 16 Days Worked 
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Supplemental Earnings (Retirement Code Method is Other, Except CONTRACT, CONT-ADJ, 
DOCKED or earning codes that begin RETRO) 

 
 Rules for Calculation: 

1. The ERS Generate Report program skips any earnings in earning codes of CONTRACT, DOCKED, CONT-ADJ, 

or earning codes that begin RETRO since these calculations are done within the CONTRACTUAL earnings 
section above. 

2. In the Days Worked Calculation, the ERS Generate program skips any posted units in an earning code where 
the Exclude Days from Calculation box is checked on the Retirement tab in Earnings Codes Setup.  

3. It now finds the appointment for the earnings in order to establish the ERS Standard Work Day and the 

“Normal” pay period amount.  
4. If no appointments are linked to the earnings, the first supplemental appointment/earning with the same 

earning code is found and the Standard Workday Hours are set to that of the appointment. 
5. If the Standard Workday Hours are still 0, it is set to the minimum 6 hours per day as per ERS rules. 

6. If the user sets the Apply FTE Percentage to Calculation Process flag to YES, the routine uses the 
appointment FTE percentage to calculate the Actual Hours/Day the employee is working based on the 

Standard Workday Hours, otherwise it finds the earning record that is active within the appointment and uses 

the Actual Hours/Day on the earning record.  If the Actual Hours/Day is 0, then it is calculated by taking the 
appointment daily rate and dividing it by the appointment hourly rate. 

7. If the Actual Hours/Day is still 0, the routine uses the Standard Workday Hours as the Actual Hours/Day. 
8. The routine counts the physical number of checks in the reporting period in order to establish the Maximum 

Days allowed (i.e., for Bi-Weekly payments these are typically 1 check=10 days, 2 checks=20 days, and 3 

checks=30 days). 
 

 Calculation of Days Worked: 
Earnings linked to Appointment/Earnings on the Earnings Screen 

For supplemental earnings that are linked to an appointment or supplemental earnings that the earning code exists 

under another supplemental appointment, the Generate ERS program calculates Days Worked by first taking the 
amount earned for the ERS reporting period and dividing it by the Normal Pay Period Amount to establish the number 

of pay periods to be credited for.  It then multiplies this result by the number of days reported per pay period (i.e., 10 
or 11, as set by the user in the Generate routine), giving the total days worked as a full time employee for the 

earnings.  Now it multiplies this result by the Actual Hours/Day that it has established for the earning to give a total 
hours worked for the reporting period.  Lastly, it divides this total hours figure by the ERS Standard Hours (minimum 

of 6) in order to establish the number of Days Worked to be reported for the current period payments.  The Days 

Worked are capped based on the actual number of checks paid in the reporting period (less voids) and the setup of 
the Generate routine (i.e., typically for Bi-Weekly payments these are set to 1=10 days, 2=20 days, and 3=30 days). 

 
 

When the Apply FTE Percentage to Calculation Process Option is Set to No 

1. (Number of checks in the month for the employee) X (maximum number of days entered on the Generate 
window per number of checks in the month) = Number of Days 

2. Number of Days  X  Earnings window Hrs Per Day = # Actual Hours Worked for the period 
3. # Actual Hours Worked ÷ Appointment ERS Standard Hours = # Days Worked 

 
 

When the Apply FTE Percentage to Calculation Process Option is Set to Yes 

1. [(Number of checks in the month for the employee) X (maximum number of days entered on the Generate 
window per number of checks in the month)] = Number of Possible Work Days 

2. Number of Possible Work Days X (FTE% X Appointment Standard Hours) = # Actual Hours Worked for the 

period 
3. # Actual Hours Worked ÷ Appointment ERS Standard Hours = # Days Worked 
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Example:  Jane Smith, a 10 month clerical employee, is paid $1,000 for Summer Work (SUMWK) for 2 checks during 

the month.  Her Hrs Per Day is 3.5 (Earnings screen) and her ERS Standard Hours are 7.0 (Appointment 
Screen). 

 

 
1. 1,000 SUMWK earnings paid / 500 Normal Contract Pay Period Amount = 2 pay periods X 10 days maximum 

per check = 20 days 
2. 20 days X 3.5 Earnings Window Hrs per Day = 70 Actual Hours Worked for the period 

3. 70 Actual Hours Worked ÷ 7 (Appointment Window ERS Standard Hours) = 10 Days Worked 
 

 

 
 

Earnings NOT linked to Appointment/Earnings on the Earnings Screen 
For supplemental earnings that are NOT linked to an appointment and have NO other supplemental appointments 

with the same earning code, the Generate ERS program calculates Days Worked by taking the total units paid in the 

earning code during the ERS reporting period and dividing it by the Appointment ERS Standard Hours (minimum of 6) 
in order to establish the number of Days Worked to be reported for the current period payments.  The Days Worked 

are capped based on the actual number of checks paid in the reporting period (less voids) and the setup of the 
Generate routine (i.e., typically for Bi-Weekly payments these are set to 1=10 days, 2=20 days, and 3=30 days). 

 
Example:  Jane Smith is paid for 42 hours each pay on 2 checks during the month for Summer Work (SUMWK).  Her 

Standard Work Day Hours are 7.0 (the ERS Standard Hours of the employee’s primary appointment). 

 
1. 42 Hours + 42 Hours = 84 Actual Hours Worked for the period 

2. 84 Actual Hours Worked ÷ 7 Hours (Appointment Window ERS Standard Hours) = 12 Days Worked 
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Modifying Generated ERS Information 

After generating ERS report information, the second step in the monthly Employee’s Retirement System (ERS) Reporting 
process is to review and/or modify any necessary information for the reporting month. 

 
1. To modify data, highlight the appropriate employee record on the Monthly Employee Retirement System window.   

 

2. Enter Update mode. 
 

 
 

3. Add/update the number of checks received in the reporting period. 

 

4. Add/update the number of days the employee worked in the reporting period. 
 

5. Add/update the employee’s gross salary received in the reporting period. 
 

6. Enter/update the ERS loan amount that was applicable during the reporting period. 

 
7. Add/update the employee’s contribution to the retirement system within the reporting period. 

 
8. Enter/update the ERS arrears amount that was applicable during the reporting period. 

 

9. Save the record.  Repeat steps 1 through 9 until all records have been properly updated. 
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Adding ERS Reporting Data 

1. Enter Add mode. 
 

2. Use the lookup to select from a listing of valid employee numbers. 
 

3. Enter all necessary reporting information. 

 
4. Save the record.  Repeat steps 1 through 4 until all records have been properly added. 

 
 

Deleting ERS Reporting Data 

1. To delete an employee record, highlight the appropriate record(s) on the Monthly Employee Retirement System 

window.  
 

2. Enter Delete mode. 

 
3. Click Yes to confirm the deletion of the record(s). 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Print ERS Report 

After modifying the information and verifying that it is correct, click  to print 
the monthly summary of employee’s earnings. 

 

 
 

The selected reporting year and month are displayed.  Click to generate the report. 
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The Monthly Employees Retirement System Report displays the first and second tier employees, followed by the third and 
fourth tier employees, and then the fifth and sixth tier employees.  The report is sorted in retirement number order and 

includes the following information:  employee name, employee number, social security number, tier number, retirement 
number, days worked, gross amount, normal contribution amount, ERS loan amount, and ERS arrears amount.  Page 

totals are provided on each report page.  The report concludes with subtotals for the first/second tiers, third/fourth tiers, 

fifth/sixth tiers, grand totals for all tiers, total number of employees reported, and a signature line used to certify that the 
report information is correct.  Sample report pages follow: 
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Create ERS File 

After printing the ERS report, the last step in the monthly Employee’s Retirement System Reporting process is to submit 

the ERS report via magnetic media.  Click . 

 

 
 
 

Use this window to set criteria for the ERS magnetic file data.  The selected reporting year and month display. 
 
 

1. From the drop-down, choose the appropriate reporting method.  Valid methods are Electronic (via diskette) 
or Internet.  

 
2. Enter the location code as provided by the Retirement System. 

 
3. Enter the ERS report code as provided by the Retirement System. 

 

4. Enter the local default file or destination of the ERS file.  Accept the default or browse to locate the path of the 
ERS file.  The default file name is ERS followed by the location code followed by the extension .txt. 

 
5. The default sort order of information on the media file is by employee registration number.  Change the manner 

in which the information is to be sorted.  Information can be sorted by Registration Number (default sort), 

Employee Name, Primary Building, or Check Delivery Building.  The media file will reflect the sort order chosen.  
Positions 45 through 49 and positions 125 through 129 of each record in the Electronic file and Internet file, 

respectively, are used to store the sort order option selected. 
 

6. Click  to generate the magnetic file. 

 
 

If the destination file is located on the hard drive, you can copy the file to a floppy disk for transmittal to ERS. 
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A sample file opened in Notepad follows: 
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